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Activities since the Tokyo

- Submitted an updated draft of “Study Report Part 2–2”
  - Contains “UMID Applications in MXF” for now
    - MXF overview
    - Three kinds of UMID in MXF (MpUmid, FpUmid, BodyUmid)
    - Applications of MpUmid
    - Applications of FpUmid
    - Applications of BodyUmid  Still under study

- Reported the latest overview of UMID Application Project to JTFFFFMI (July 22)
  - Ppt available at:
DG: RP 205 Revision

- Activities since the Tokyo
  - Conducted Final editorial check requested by HQ
  - Propose disband DG after the RP 205–2014 publication
DG: UMID Resolution Protocol

- Activities since the Tokyo
  - DG set up and Kavi ready
    - https://kws.smpte.org/kws/groups/30mr-umidres
  - Call for participation!
Next Step

- **SG: UMID Applications**
  - Study Report Part 2–2
    - Hopefully completed before the Burbank meeting

- **DG: UMID Resolution Protocol**
  - Kickoff message to be sent
    - Will discuss “conceptual model” of UMID resolution protocol at first
Thanks!